PRESS RELEASE, APRIL 2019
CHRISTIAN FISCHBACHER PRESENTS A NEW GENERATION OF
RECYCLED FABRICS WITH THE BENU TALENT FR OUTDOOR VELVET

St. Gallen, April 2019. A double anniversary at Christian Fischbacher: the textile company is celebrating its 200th
anniversary and ten years of the BENU® Recycled Collection, which consists of fabrics created using recycled
PET bottles and waste textiles. Christian Fischbacher is taking this opportunity to launch a textile innovation and
world first on the market – the BENU TALENT FR outdoor velvet. Through four years of extensive development
work, the company has managed to perfect the fabric’s functionality so that it meets all market-relevant functional
requirements – it is sustainable, as it is made from post consumer PET, high light fastness makes it suitable for
outdoor use and flame retardant. The velvet fabric is also elegant and versatile. A new generation of fabric is taking
the stage!
Sustainability is one of the core values in the Christian Fischbacher mission statement. Ten years ago, the textile
company was one of the first in the industry to develop decorative and upholstery fabrics made from recycled
PET and fabric remnants from the fashion industry. For Art Director Camilla Fischbacher, the initiator of the BENU®
Collection, it was always all about a reinterpretation – that post-consumer plastic bottles are not waste but in fact a
source of raw materials. ‘We have always believed in quality recycled products and still do. The success of BENU®
has confirmed we are on the right path,’ says Camilla Fischbacher.

BENU TALENT FR OUTDOOR - 30 Colours
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THE VERSATILE BENU TALENT FR
The BENU TALENT FR velvet, to be launched by Christian Fischbacher in the anniversary year of 2019, scores highly
across the board. Seventy per cent of the yarn used is made from post-consumer PET bottles. This high-quality
recycled product is weatherproof and lightfast, making it suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. The flameretardant fabric can be used in public areas and hotels as decorative and upholstery fabric. Last but not least is the
wonderfully supple feel of the velvet. This trendy fabric reveals its beauty on mid-century and retro furniture as well
as on clear, contemporary shapes. Thanks to its fine pile, velvet makes colours look luminous and vivid. The durable
BENU TALENT FR is available in 30 colours – ranging from neutral, natural shades to luminescent outdoor hues and
elegant, classic velvet tones. Thanks to its special properties, this luxurious velvet can now be used outside for the
first time. The market shows us how: indoor and outdoor areas are merging seamlessly into one another.

Making of BENU TALENT

PRODUCTION AND PROPERTIES
The BENU TALENT velvet is made primarily from PerPETual yarn, which uses post-consumer PET bottles that are
depolymerised and respun as ‘virgin’ PES. This forms the velvet’s characteristic soft surface, known as the pile.
The yarn system weaves two layers at the same time in a W pattern, which are then cut with a sharp blade exactly
in the middle while still on the loom. NewLife brand recycled yarns are also used in the weft. Both manufacturers
are certified by the GRS label (Global Recycled Standard). Before the soft velvet is created, the pile material has to
be dyed in special machines and brought ‘into shape’ using brushes and heat. BENU TALENT FR not only boasts
sustainability and elegance but is also flame retardant and suitable for outdoor use thanks to its special features.
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TEN YEARS OF BENU®: INNOVATION HIGHLIGHTS

FLTR Rohmaterial for BENU YARN, BENU FLOW, BENU OSCAR, BENU SPLASH

The collections in the BENU® Recycled series are the best examples of Christian Fischbacher’s innovative prowess.
The studio worked on the first collection for one and a half years in order to develop a lighter and softer material
from the recycled PET yarn. The design studio also had to find solutions for bringing the sophisticated design
concept into line with the new material. Printing techniques were developed and the brilliant colours refined. Wool
and cotton – recycled yarns from the fashion industry – also came to be used over time, in addition to PET. Using
an environmentally friendly process, new yarn is made from discarded textiles and production surpluses from the
fashion industry. The material is sorted by colour and shredded. Only the best textile fibres are spun into a new,
high-quality yarn. Its flame-retardant function was the next level of innovation to be achieved. Christian Fischbacher
has received many awards for its BENU® Recycled Collection in its successful ten year history. BENU PET was given
the Design+Technology Award, the Red Dot and the Design Plus Award – MaterialVision by the German Design
Council; it also repeatedly won the Interior Innovation Award and was a finalist in the FX International Interior Design
Award.

‘The collection is named after an ancient Egyptian mythical bird called the benu.
Like the Greek phoenix, it burns to be reborn from its ashes.
In English, the name is pronounced “be new”, making it a fitting choice for our concept.’
Camilla Fischbacher
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CHRISTIAN FISCHBACHER
Christian Fischbacher has been designing luxurious, high-quality, aesthetically stunning textiles for 200 years.
During this time, the Swiss family-run business based in St. Gallen has become a global provider of the very finest
interior fabrics, accessories, carpets and wallpaper for homes, the contract sector and public spaces. From the
design phase to manufacturing, Christian Fischbacher consistently demands exceptional quality and the very
highest production standards, both in-house and from the company’s partners in Switzerland and abroad. The firm’s
global success rests on a passion for its products, the expertise that goes hand in hand with the company’s family
tradition and a drive to keep innovating.

NOTE S FOR JOURNALISTS
Visit Christian Fischbacher at the following spring trade fairs:
MILANO DESIGN WEEK
09.04. – 13.04.2019, Christian Fischbacher, La Posteria, Via Giuseppe Sacchi, 5/7 Milano
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